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The paper deals with geometrically nonlinear ﬁnite element analysis of folded-plate and shell structures.
A Koiter asymptotic approach is proposed, based on the reuse of a linear element in the nonlinear context
through a corotational formulation.
The corotational approach represents a simple and effective way to satisfy the basic requirement of
Koiter analysis, i.e. full objectivity in the ﬁnite element modeling. In fact, starting simply from a suitable
linear ﬁnite element and implementing the corotational algebra proposed in Garcea et al. (2009), Zagari
(2009) lead to objective explicit expressions for the ﬁrst four variations of the strain energy which are
needed by asymptotic analysis.
The shell element used here is the ﬂat shell quadrangular element with 4 nodes and 6 dofs per node
proposed in Madeo et al. (2012) and called MISS-4: a mixed element, based on the Reissner–Mindlin plate
theory, with an Allman-like quadratic interpolation for displacements and an equilibrated isostatic inter-
polation for the stress resultants. The element is free from locking and spurious zero-energy modes, so it
appears a suitable candidate for nonlinear corotational analysis.
The results of the numerical validation show the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed approach,
and its excellent overall robustness for both mono- and multi-modal buckling problems, also in the pres-
ence of strong nonlinear pre-critical behavior.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Slender shells and folded plates, including box girders and thin-
section beams, are typical cases of structures subjected to buckling.
They alsomanifest a complex post-buckling behavior, often charac-
terized by multi-modal interaction and strong imperfection sensi-
tivity, which makes their analysis difﬁcult. Asymptotic analysis is
a convenient approach for this kind of structures, because different
imperfection shapes and amplitudes can be effectively investigated.
During the years, there has been a great deal of research aimed
at making the asymptotic approach, initially, proposed in Koiter
(1970), an effective general methodology for the ﬁnite element
analysis of geometrically nonlinear structures. Research papers in
this ﬁeld are too many to be summarized here. The interested read-
er can refer to papers (Abichou et al., 2002; Barbero et al., 1996;
Boutyour et al., 2004; Casciaro et al., 1992; Casciaro, 2005; Flores
and Godoy, 1992; Lanzo and Garcea, 1996; Pacoste and Eriksson,
1995; Pignataro et al., 2000; Silvestre and Camotim, 2005) and
citations therein. More recently, a ﬁnite element implementationll rights reserved.
, antonio.madeo81@unical.it
stefano.demiranda@unibo.it
ini).of Koiter analysis into a general-purpose commercial code, DIANA,
has been proposed in Rahman (2009), Rahman and Jansen (2009),
Rahman et al. (2011), so giving to the user the possibility to ana-
lyze complex structures.
Asymptotic analysis exploits a fourth-order expansion of the
strain energy and so it requires that the energy expression is char-
acterized by fourth-order accuracy at least. Satisfying this require-
ment exactly is not an easy task. In fact, the usual plate and shell
theories (the so called ‘‘technical theories’’) and current ﬁnite ele-
ment (FE) technologies only provide second order accuracy exactly
and third order one with some approximations (Garcea, 2001). This
introduces an objectivity error into the element description, i.e. a
non rational dependence of the strain energy on the rigid body mo-
tion, which can lead to a poor recovery of the post-buckling behav-
ior of the structure at increasing displacements. At the moment,
various proposals for the FE asymptotic analysis of shells (Garcea,
2001) suffer from this inconvenience, even if in some cases (e.g.
when the post-buckling behavior is largely dominated by stress
redistribution, as discussed in Lanzo et al. (1995)) the approxima-
tion made can be considered as acceptable.
The corotational formulation, as devised for example in Rankin
(1986), Nour-Omid and Rankin (1991), provides an effective gen-
eral tool for performing fully objective, geometrically nonlinear ﬁ-
nite element analysis. The use of a local reference frame, moving
with the element, allows the rigid body motion from the
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so, decouple the geometrical nonlinearity from the elastic re-
sponse. In this way, the element response can be described, in
the local frame, using the standard linear theory. A remarkable
contribution to the corotational approach was (Crisﬁeld, 1997).
Nowadays, this approach is widely used in many ﬁelds (see the re-
cent works Alsafadie et al., 2010; Alsafadie et al., 2011; Almeida
and Awruch, 2011 and the references therein). Its main advantage
lies in its ability to fully exploit the existing FE technology available
for linear analysis. Corotational algebra, that is algebra expressing
the reference change between a global ﬁxed frame and the local
moving element frames, as shown in Garcea et al., 2009, reduces
to standard algebraic procedures and recursive formulas express-
ing corotational derivatives can be obtained in explicit form.
The corotational approach to asymptotic analysis was investi-
gated in Garcea et al. (2009) with reference to 3D assemblages of
beams, by implementing a code named COBE (Garcea et al.,
2012a,b) for the nonlinear analysis of beams with generic cross
section, based on the Saint Venànt beam element (Petrolo and
Casciaro, 2004). The same strategy is applied here to the asymp-
totic nonlinear analysis of general shells, using the 4-node mixed
ﬂat-shell element presented in Madeo et al. (2012). The element
is described externally by a minimal set of parameters, 3 displace-
ments and 3 rotations for each node, and internally deﬁned by an
equilibrated isostatic stress ﬁeld controlled by 18 stress parame-
ters. The in-plane part of the element involves drilling dofs through
an Allman-like kinematics (Allman, 1984), enriched by an incom-
patible displacement cubic mode to eliminate the typical rotational
rank-defectiveness of such elements. The element is shown to be
locking-free and little sensitive to geometry distortion Madeo
et al., 2012.
The resulting solution procedure is really effective and offers a
robust tool to capture the pre- and post-buckling nonlinear behav-
ior in a way which is both qualitatively correct and quantitatively
accurate. In addition, it is computationally convenient with respect
to path-following analysis, since imperfection sensitivity analysis
can be carried out very effectively. Validation tests are compared
with the commercial code ABAQUS using path following analysis
(Hibbitt et al., 2009). Very accurate results are obtained, even for
quite large displacements, highly nonlinear pre-critical behaviour,
low post-buckling stress redistributions and coupled multi-modal
buckling.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the ﬂat shell
model and its ﬁnite element implementation are discussed. In Sec-
tion 3, the main details of corotational algebra are summarized
while, in Section 4, the matrix expressions for the ﬂat shell element
used in the corotational frame are presented. In Section 5, the eval-
uation of energy variations through corotational algebra needed for
Koiter analysis is described. Several numerical benchmarks are
presented in Section 6. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.2. Linear ﬂat shell ﬁnite element formulation
We assume that the initial reference conﬁguration of the ele-
ment is ﬂat and referred to a local Cartesian frame fe1; e2; e3g.
We denote by fx; yg the position of the vector along the middle sur-
face X lying in the plane deﬁned by the unit vectors fe1; e2g, by h
the thickness along the e3 direction and by C the boundary of X.2.1. Mixed energy for shear deformable ﬂat shells
The ﬁrst-order shear deformable theory, often called Reissner–
Mindlin theory, is employed. The mixed strain energy for a ﬂat
shell can be written as:U½t;d : ¼
Z
X
tTDd 1
2
tTE1t
 
dX with t :¼ tm
tf
 
; d :¼ dm
df
 
;
D :¼ Dm  Df
 
ð1Þ
where vectors tm ¼ tm½x; y and tf ¼ tf ½x; y collect, respectively, the
membrane stress resultants and the moment and shear resultants,
and dm ¼ dm½x; y and df ¼ df ½x; y collect, respectively, the in- out-
plane kinematical parameters
tm :¼
Nx
Ny
Nxy
2
64
3
75; tf :¼
Mx
My
Mxy
Sx
Sy
2
6666664
3
7777775
; dm :¼
dx
dy
 
; df :¼
dz
ux
uy
2
64
3
75: ð2Þ
The differential operators Dm and Df are deﬁned as
Dm :¼
@=@x 
 @=@y
@=@y @=@x
2
64
3
75; Df :¼
  @=@y
 @=@x 
 @=@y @=@x
@=@x 1 
@=@y  1
2
6666664
3
7777775
: ð3Þ
In the case of isotropic and homogeneous material, E can be written
as:
E : ¼ Em  Ef
 
; Em :¼ Ehð1 m2Þ
1 m 
m 1 
  ð1mÞ2
2
64
3
75;
Ef :¼
h2
12Em 
 kGhI2
" # ð4Þ
E being the Young modulus, m the Poisson ratio, G the shear
modulus, k a correction factor to account for the non-uniform dis-
tribution of shear stresses through the thickness and I2 the identity
matrix of size two.
If the stress resultants are deﬁned so that the bulk equilibrium
equations are satisﬁed with zero load, the following identity holds:Z
X
tTDddX ¼
Z
C
tTmN
T
mdmdCþ
Z
C
tTf N
T
f df dC ð5Þ
with Nm and N f being the matrices collecting the components the
unit outward normal to the contour C for the membranal and ﬂex-
ural behavior, respectively.
2.2. Finite element equations
Assuming a mixed interpolation, the stress resultants and dis-
placements are interpolated separately. For stress interpolation,
we have:
t ¼ Bte with B :¼
Bm 
 Bf
 
; te :¼
bm
bf
" #
ð6Þ
with Bm and Bf being the matrices collecting the approximating
functions assumed for the membrane and ﬂexural part, respec-
tively, and bm and bf the corresponding controlling parameters.
For displacements interpolation we assume that
d ¼ Ude with U :¼
Um 
 U f
 
; de :¼
dme
dfe
 
ð7Þ
where Um and U f are the matrices of the displacement shape func-
tions and dme and dfe are the vectors of the kinematical parameters
controlling membranal and ﬂexural components. Substituting (6)
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the evaluation of the element mixed energy
Ue½te;de :¼ tTeDede 
1
2
tTeHete;
De :¼
R
Xe
BTDU
n o
dX
He :¼
R
Xe
BTE1B
n o
dX
8><
>: ð8Þ
where De and He are the compatibility and ﬂexibility operators,
respectively.
3. Geometrically nonlinear formulation
A linear shell ﬁnite element can be made geometrically nonlin-
ear through the use of an appropriate corotational algebra that
governs the rigid body motion, like the one introduced in Garcea
et al. (2009). Some basic equations of corotational algebra are
brieﬂy recalled here.
3.1. Corotational (CR) algebra
With respect to the ﬁxed frame fe1; e2; e3g, the corotational
frame fe1; e2; e3g is deﬁned as
ek ¼ Q ½aek; k ¼ 1::3 ð9Þ
with Q being a rigid rotation, parametrized by the rotation vector a
according to Rodrigues’ formulation (Rodrigues, 1840), see Fig. 1.
The origin is assumed to be translated by vector c. Denoting by d
and R the displacement and the rotation associated to position X
in the ﬁxed reference frame, the following geometrical relationships
hold
d ¼ Q TðX þ d cÞ  X; R ¼ Q TR ð10Þ
with d and R being the displacement and the rotation in the corota-
tional frame. Using a vector parametrization for R and R and denot-
ing by w and w the relevant rotations vector yield
w ¼ logðR½wÞ ¼ logðQ TaR½wÞ: ð11ÞFig. 1. Corotational frame.3.2. Geometrically nonlinear shell ﬁnite element
An appropriate CR frame is deﬁned for each element through
the element rotation vector ae which is a function of the element
kinematical parameters de in the ﬁxed frame:
ae ¼ ae½de: ð12Þ
The local kinematical parameters de in the CR frame can be related
to de by a geometrical transformation:
de ¼ g½de: ð13Þ
Based on the above relations, the linear ﬁnite element characterized
by energy (8) can be transformed into a geometrically nonlinear
element simply by introducing a corotational description and
assuming that the element kinematical parameters in Eq. (8) are re-
ferred to the corotational frame. This leads to:
Ue½te;de ¼ tTeDeg½de 
1
2
tTeHete: ð14Þ
The element energy can be expressed in terms of the element vector
ue :¼ te;def gT ð15Þ
which collects all the parameters deﬁning the element conﬁgura-
tion in a single vector and can be related to the global vector u,
called conﬁguration vector, through the standard assemblage pro-
cedure ue ¼ Aeu where matrix Ae implicitly contains the link con-
straints between elements.
4. Flat shell element miss-4 in corotational frame
The mixed isostatic self-equilibrated ﬂat shell element MISS-
4, recently proposed by the authors Madeo et al., 2012, is
adopted here as the basic linear element. It is a 4-node quadri-
lateral element based on hybrid/mixed formulation. It is exter-
nally deﬁned by 24 kinematical dofs and internally by an
isostatic self-equilibrated stress expansion ruled by 18 parame-
ters. The element is free from kinematical locking and rank
defectiveness, and is characterized by an excellent performance
in the linear context, with accurate recovery of both stresses
and displacement/rotations. As also shown by the buckling tests
reported in Madeo et al. (2011), it appears very suitable for the
geometrically nonlinear analysis of folded plate and shell struc-
tures within a corotational approach.
The assumed stress resultants and displacements interpolations
are reported in the following section. For the explicit evaluation of
the element matrices De and He the reader can refer to papers
(Madeo et al., 2011; Madeo et al., 2012) for the membrane part
and the ﬂexural part, respectively.
4.1. Local reference frame
The local reference frame is a Cartesian frame fe1; e2; e3g de-
ﬁned such that the average Jacobian of the iso-parametric transfor-
mation is symmetric (Madeo et al., 2012). This framing provides a
local description of the element which prove to be objective with
respect to its rigid body motion.
For each side Ck, connecting nodes i and j in anticlockwise or-
der, we deﬁne Nk;Dk and its external normal nk according to the
following expressions
Nk : ¼
Nkx
Nky
 
:¼ xj þ xi
yj þ yi
" #
; Dk :¼
Dkx
Dky
 
:¼ xj  xi
yj  yi
" #
;
nk :¼
nkx
nky
 
¼ 1
Lk
Dky
Dkx
  ð16Þ
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D2kx þ D2ky
q
being the side length. The one-dimensional
abscissa 1 6 f 6 1 along Ck is deﬁned as
x ¼ 1
2
ðNkx þ DkxfÞ; y ¼ 12 ðNky þ DkyfÞ ð17Þ4.2. Assumed stress resultants
The membrane behavior of MISS-4 is ruled by 9-b stress param-
eters, obtained by starting from a complete quadratic polynomial,
imposing bulk equilibrium, and using 3-uk à la Pian ﬁlters (Pian
and Sumihara, 1984):
Bm :¼
1   y  x  y2 2a2xy
 1   x  y x2 2b2xy
  1   y x  a2y2  b2x2
2
64
3
75; ð18Þ
where a and b are the diagonal coefﬁcients of the Jacobian matrix of
the iso-parametric transformation (see Madeo et al., 2011 for
details).
The ﬂexural stress resultants are described using 9-b parame-
ters as well. The starting polynomial interpolation is bilinear for
bending moments and linear for shear forces. The ﬁnal expression
is obtained by enforcing equilibrium and using 2-uk ﬁlters:
Bf :¼
1   x  y  xy 
 1   x  y  xy
  1  yc x=c   
   1 c   y 
     1=c 1  x
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð19Þ
where c :¼ a2=b2. To sum up, the approximation is self-equilibrated
and ruled by the minimum number of parameters.
4.3. Assumed displacements
The interpolation of displacements and rotations is based on a
4-node scheme with 6 dofs per node. Recalling that the stress sat-
isﬁes the equilibrium equation, the internal work can be obtained
by integration along the element contour and, therefore, displace-
ments and rotations need to be deﬁned solely on the element
boundary. The displacement interpolation along each side is de-
ﬁned as the sum of three contributions:
dk½f :¼ dkl½f þ dkq½f þ dkc½f: ð20Þ
The ﬁrst contribution is a linear expansion
dkl½f ¼ 12 ½ð1 fÞ
dðiÞe þ ð1þ fÞdðjÞe  with
dðiÞe :¼ ½dðiÞx ; dðiÞy ; dðiÞz T
dðjÞe :¼ ½dðjÞx ; dðjÞy ; dðjÞz T
(
ð21Þ
where i and j denote the nodes of side k. The second and third con-
tributions correspond to a quadratic and a cubic expansion for the
normal component of the side displacement
dkq½f ¼ 18Lkðf21Þ
ð uðiÞz  uðjÞz Þnk
ðuðiÞe  uðjÞe ÞTnk
" #
dkc½f ¼ 14Lkfð1 f2Þ
nk
0
 
a
8>>><
>>:
with
uðiÞe :¼ ½uðiÞx ; uðiÞy T
uðjÞe :¼ ½uðjÞx ; uðjÞy T
(
ð22Þ
Parameter a in the cubic contribution is taken as the average distor-
tional in-plane nodal rotation:
a :¼ 1
4
X4
i¼1
uðiÞz  uze ð23Þwhere uze is the average in–plane rigid rotation of the element
uze :¼ Nadme;
Na ¼ 14Xe D4y;D4x; ;D1y;D1x; ;D2y;D2x; ;D3y;D3x; 
  ð24Þ
with dme being the 12 components vector collecting the kinematical
parameters governing the membrane behavior of the element, i.e.
dðiÞx ; d
ðiÞ
y ; u
ðiÞ
z . Note that, while the linear dkl and the quadratic dkq
parts of the displacement interpolation are continuous at the in-
ter-element boundaries, the cubic contribution dkc corresponds to
an incompatible mode, introduced to eliminate rank defectiveness.
This causes a compatibility violation at the inter-element bound-
aries which is, however, irrelevant because it rapidly vanishes with
mesh reﬁning (see Madeo et al., 2011 for further details).
Finally, a simple bilinear interpolation is assumed for bending
rotations along the side
uk½f ¼ 12 ð1 fÞ u
ðiÞ þ ð1þ fÞuðjÞ  ð25Þ
as suggested in de Miranda and Ubertini (2006), Daghia et al.
(2008).4.4. Choice of corotational frame
A suitable choice for the corotational frame may be obtained by
simply setting the rotation vector equal to the average nodal rota-
tions in the ﬁxed frame:
ae ¼ 14
X4
i¼1
uðiÞe ð26Þ
The reason for this choice is that it offers a good compromise be-
tween accuracy and simplicity in the evaluation of high order en-
ergy variations for asymptotic analysis, as extensively discussed in
Garcea et al. (2009). The choice (26) allows the geometrical trans-
formation law to be deﬁned (see Eq. (13)).5. Energy variations for Koiter analysis
To apply the Koiter asymptotic approach to the corotational
version of element MISS-4, explicit expressions for the second-,
third- and fourth-order energy variations with respect to a conﬁg-
uration which can be either the initial or the bifurcation one, have
to be computed (see Casciaro, 2005 for full details on Koiter FE
implementation). Making use of an appropriate conﬁguration
updating process, we can always refer to a conﬁguration character-
ized by de ¼ 0.
The corotational approach is very convenient to express the
strain energy variations, because the only nonlinearity is limited
to the geometrical relationship g½de, Eq. (13). The Taylor expansion
of this relationship can be written as
g½de ¼ g1½deþ
1
2
g2½de;deþ
1
6
g3½de;de;deþ
1
24
g4½de;de;de;deþ   ð27Þ
where gn are n-multilinear symmetric forms which express the nth
Fréchet variations of function g½de (see Appendix A for details). In
the following, vector ui (i ¼ 1 . . .4) denotes a generic variation
of the global ﬁnite element conﬁguration vector and uei ¼ Aeui ¼
ftei;deigT the corresponding vector at the element level, that
collects stress and displacement parameters. With the same nota-
tion u0 and ue0 are the global and element reference conﬁguration
vectors.
Fig. 3. Hinged cylindrical shell: nonlinear buckling modes.
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Second-order energy variations are used in the evaluation of the
fundamental mode and the buckling modes. In both cases, using
expansion (27) and the energy expression (14), the contribution
of the element to the energy variation can be expressed as
U00eue1ue2¼ tTe1Deg1½de2þtTe2Deg1½de1tTe1Hete2þtTe0Deg2½de1;de2:ð28Þ
Introducing matrices L1 and G½te through the following
equivalences
L1dej ¼ g1½dej; dTe1G½te0de2 ¼ tTe0Deg2½de1;de2; ð29Þ
Eq. (28) can be rearranged in a more compact form:
U00eue1ue2 ¼ uTe1Keue2; Ke ¼
He DeL1
LT1D
T
e G½te0
 
: ð30Þ
The mixed tangent matrix of the element Ke can be directly
used, through a standard assemblage process, to obtain the overall
stiffness matrix K:
U00u2u1 ¼ uT1Ku2; K :¼
X
e
ATeKeAe: ð31ÞFig. 4. Hinged cylindrical shell. Equilibrium path referred to vertical displacement
va.5.2. Third and fourth order variations
Third-order energy variations are used in Koiter analysis to
evaluate the third-order coefﬁcients which are scalar quantities.
They are also used to evaluate the secondary force vectors. The ele-
ment contribution to the scalar coefﬁcients can be easily calculated
using the general formula
U000e ue1ue2ue3 ¼ tTe1Deg2½de2;de3 þ tTe2Deg2½de3;de1
þ tTe3Deg2½de1;de2 þ tTe0Deg3½de1;de2;de3: ð32Þ
Then the element contributions can be simply added to get the glo-
bal values. On the other hand, taking advantage of the above
expression, the element contribution to secondary force vector
can be evaluated by
U000e ue1ue2 :¼ pe ¼
Deg2½de1;de2
G½te1de2 þ G½te2de1 þ q½te0;de1;de2
 
; ð33Þ
where vector q is deﬁned according to the following condition:
dTe3q½te0;de1;de2 ¼ tTe0Deg3½de1;de2;de3: ð34Þ
The overall vector is then obtained by a standard assemblage
U000u1u2 ¼
X
e
ATepe½ue1;ue2:
Fourth-order energy variations are used to evaluate the fourth-
order coefﬁcients. They can be computed by summing the relevant
element contributions based on the following general formulaFig. 2. Hinged cylindrical shell. Geometry and material properties. Fig. 5. C-shaped beam. Geometry, material properties.
Fig. 7. C-shaped beam: b
Fig. 6. C-shaped beam. Equilibrium paths referred to axial and transversal
displacement ua and va and deformed conﬁguration close to the limit point.
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0000
e ue1ue2ue3ue4 ¼ tTe1Deg3½de2;de3;de4 þ tTe2Deg3½de3;de4;de1
þ tTe3Deg3½de4;de1;de2 þ tTe4Deg3½de1;de2;de3
þ tTe0Deg4½de1;de2;de3;de4: ð35Þ
6. Numerical validation
The reliability, accuracy and robustness of the proposed ap-
proach are investigated here. The, results obtained in Koiter
asymptotic analysis using the ﬂat shell ﬁnite element MISS-4 with-
in a corotational frame, as described before, are compared with
those obtained by using the commercial program ABAQUS with
standard arc-length path following analysis and S8R shell-element
discretization. It is a displacement-based element, with 8 nodes
and 6 DOFs per node, built by reduced integration. All the features
of S8R element are described in detail in Hibbitt et al. (2009).
Three numerical benchmarks are considered. The ﬁrst refers to a
curved shell structure subjected to a transversal force. The structure
is characterized by a strongly nonlinear pre-critical behavior anduckling modes 1–6.
Fig. 8. C-shaped beam: buckling modes 7–12.
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lems. The second refers to a C-shaped cantilever beam under shear
force and provides an interesting benchmark to check accuracy in
the recovery of the post-critical behavior in the presence of multi-
modal coupled buckling. Indeed, the test has a low post-critical
stress redistribution, so the only way to obtain accurate results is
the objectivity of the model until almost fourth-order. The third
and ﬁnal test refers to a stiffened girder, which is used as represen-
tative of complex real structures. This also represents a difﬁcult
problem, characterized by several near coincident ‘‘local’’ buckling
modes and by a complex post-buckling regime. In all cases, the
analysis was performed using amesh ﬁne enough to ensure the dis-
cretization error does not inﬂuence the discussion and the buckling
analysis has been extended to include all the modes needed for a
correct representation of the post-critical solutions.
The validation of the proposed approach is essentially based on
the comparison of the asymptotic paths with the ones provided by
path-following analysis. A direct comparison of the equilibrium
curves, plotted for different displacement components, allows a
check, from different points of view, on the robustness and accu-
racy of the proposed approach.6.1. Hinged cylindrical shell
The test refers to the cylindrical shell shown in Fig. 2, which also
reports geometry and material data. The shell loaded by a transver-
sal force normal to the surface is a classical test, which can also be
found in Sze (2004). It is characterized by a strongly nonlinear pre-
critical behavior and permits us to check accuracy and robustness
in cases of very large imperfections, that are often considered as
not suitable for Koiter analysis. The analysis was performed for
the thickness h ¼ 12:70 and two buckling modes have been consid-
ered (see Fig. 3). The search for bifurcation points was performed
using a nonlinear eigenvalue analysis (Casciaro, 2004) that is nec-
essary for reliable results. The equilibrium path is reported in Fig. 4
and compared with the one obtained by ABAQUS path-following
analysis. High accuracy is obtained up to a quite large displace-
ment (6% of the width of the cylindrical shell).
6.2. C-shaped cantilever beam under shear force
This test, which has been recently analyzed in Lindgaard et al.
(2010), Lindgaard and Lund (2010) using composite material, is
Fig. 9. Stiffened girder: geometry and material properties.
Fig. 10. Stiffened girder: stiffeners geometry.
Fig. 11. Stiffened girder: equilibrium path referred to normalized transversal
displacement wa at the centre of the web and post-buckling conﬁguration.
Fig. 12. Stiffened girder: buckling modes.
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buckling behavior, low post-critical stress redistribution and cou-
pled buckling (see Fig. 5 for the geometry and material properties).
The advantages of modeling non-smooth shell intersection by
using shell elements with drilling degrees of freedom are clear.
In fact, the effect of the coupling of the drilling rotation in the
web with the bending rotation in the ﬂanges can be easily cap-
tured. The structure is characterized by a strongly nonlinear pre-
buckling behavior, due to the load eccentricity with respect to
the shear center and to the slenderness of the web. The ﬁrst twelve
buckling modes, drawn in Figs. 7 and 8, participate in the asymp-
totic solution. However, the two modes that mostly contribute to
the equilibrium path and the buckled conﬁguration are modes 2
and 12. The ﬁrst is a ﬂexural-torsion mode while the second is a lo-
cal mode that essentially involves the ﬂange neighborhoods. Note
that despite k12 being larger than k2 by a factor of 3, mode 12 plays
an important role in the recovery, being responsible for the sec-
ondary bifurcation shown in Fig. 6. Note that the equilibrium path
is accurately recovered up to quite large displacements. This can beconsidered an excellent result, especially when considering that
asymptotic analysis requires a very low computational time with
respect to the path-following one and it can provide imperfection
sensitivity as well.6.3. Stiffened girder
Structures of this kind are widespread in civil and industrial
engineering. Basically, it is a long, ﬂat rectangular plate designed
G. Zagari et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 50 (2013) 755–765 763to resist loads applied on the ﬂat part of the web. Its shape comes
from consolidated experience on optimization with respect to
buckling resistance. In fact, the buckling resistance of a rectangular
plate increases as the distance between the stiffeners decreases.
Thus the buckling resistance of a long rectangular plate can be sig-
niﬁcantly increased by transverse stiffeners as well as by con-
straining the boundary with thick ﬂanges. This is a complex
problem since the governing buckling modes vary with the rigidity
of the transverse stiffeners and external ﬂanges and the structure
should be forced to a stable postbuckling.
The geometry and load conﬁguration of the girder is depicted in
Figs. 9 and 10. The structure shows coupled buckling (see Fig. 11)
and the four nearly coincident modes shown in Fig. 12 have to be
considered to capture the post-bucking path. The equilibrium
paths for the out-plane displacement at the center of the web is re-
ported in Fig. 11. In comparison with the path-following results,
the accuracy and robustness of the asymptotic results are con-
ﬁrmed once more.7. Concluding remarks
A corotational formulation, suitable for a nonlinear, fourth-
order accurate asymptotic post-buckling analysis of shell struc-
tures, endowed with three dimensional ﬁnite rotations, has been
presented. Its FE implementation is discussed in detail, and the
basic expressions for computing the ﬁrst four strain energy varia-
tions are given. The approach offers a geometrically coherent, lock-
ing-free, nonlinear formulation starting from a standard, linear
shell ﬁnite element. Thus, the main difﬁculty in the implementa-
tion of the asymptotic analysis, that is the use of fourth-order
accurate kinematics, is simply overcome.
The corotational description has been used as a general tool to
satisfy the objectivity requirement by referring each element to a lo-
cal framewhichmoves (rotates) with the element, so ﬁltering its ri-
gid motion. In this description, the nonlinearity of the problem
derives, essentially, from the change of reference, from the global
ﬁxed frame to the local one. The great advantage of the method is
that linearﬁnite element formulations canbeused in the corotation-
al frame. Themain difﬁculty is the determination of the relationship
between theﬁnite elementparameters in thecorotational frameand
the corresponding quantities in the ﬁxed global frame. In particular,
in ﬁnite kinematics, the presence of ﬁnite rotations noticeably com-
plicates the algebra, but algebraic manipulators can be used to de-
rive explicit forms for energy derivatives (Garcea et al., 2009).
The strategy above is developed here with reference to plate
assemblages based on the Reissner–Mindlin theory. The starting
point is a high-performance ﬂat shell ﬁnite element, based on a
mixed stress formulation characterized by a good behavior in the
linear/elastic case. Here, a quadrilateral 4-node ﬁnite element with
6 dofs per node called MISS-4 is used. In particular, an Allman-like
displacement scheme, involving drilling rotations, is used for the
in-plane behavior and a linked displacement interpolation is used
for the out-plane behavior. The stress resultant approximation is ru-
led by the minimum number of parameters, for both the in-plane
and the out-plane part. Assuming a corotational frame, such that
the average of local relative rotations is zero, basic expressions for
the ﬁrst four corotational derivatives of the strain energy are pro-
vided, and the set up for a fourth-order accurate asymptotic analysis
is presented.
It is worth mentioning that the mixed format, in displacement
and stress variables, used in the local ﬁnite element discretization,
is an important part of the proposed approach. It allows for notice-
able simpliﬁcations in the algebra of energy derivatives and also
plays an important role in guaranteeing the robustness and
reliability of the asymptotic analysis by avoiding the so calledextrapolation locking phenomena Garcea et al., 1999. Numerical
results, referring to a selection of benchmark tests, show fast con-
vergence at mesh reﬁnement and great accuracy, even in cases of
complex interactive multimodal bucklings.Acknowledgement
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The ﬁrst four variations of gj½de associated to node j are given
by:
gðjÞ1 ½de1 ¼
dðjÞ1 ½de1
uðjÞ1 ½ue1
" #
ðA:1Þ
gðjÞ2 ½de1;de2 ¼
dðjÞ2 ½de1;de2
uðjÞ2 ½ue1;ue2
" #
ðA:2Þ
gðjÞ3 ½de1;de2;de3 ¼
dðjÞ3 ½de1;de2;de3
uðjÞ3 ½ue1;ue2;ue3
" #
ðA:3Þ
gðjÞ4 ½de1;de2;de3;de4 ¼
dðjÞ4 ½de1;de2;de3;de4
uðjÞ4 ½ue1;ue2;ue3;ue4
" #
ðA:4Þ
Using expression (10) we have:
dðjÞ1 ½de1 ¼ dðjÞe1  Q 1½de1XðjÞ ðA:5Þ
dðjÞ2 ½de1;de2 ¼ Q 2½de1;de2XðjÞ  Q 1½de1dðjÞe2  Q 1½de2dðjÞe1 ðA:6Þ
dðjÞ3 ½de1;de2;de3 ¼ Q 3½de1;de2;de3XðjÞ  Q 2½de1;de2dðjÞe3
 Q 2½de2;de3dðjÞe1  Q 2½de3;de1dðjÞe2 ðA:7Þ
dðjÞ4 ½de1;de2;de3;de4 ¼Q 4½de1;de2;de3;de4XðjÞ Q 3½de1;de2;de3dðjÞe4
Q 3½de2;de3;de4dðjÞe1Q 3½de3;de4;de1dðjÞe2Q3½de4;de1;de2dðjÞe3 ðA:8Þ
where the variations in the rotation matrix Q ½de, based on Rodri-
gues’ formula, can be expressed recursively as
Q 2½de1;de2 ¼ ðQ 1½de1Q 1½de2 þ Q 1½de2Q1½de1Þ=2 ðA:9Þ
Q 3½de1;de2;de3 ¼ ðQ 1½de1Q 2½de2;de3 þ Q 1½de2Q 2½de3;de1
þ Q 1½de3Q 2½de1;de2Þ=3 ðA:10Þ
Q 4½de1;de2;de3;de4 ¼ ðQ 1½de1Q 3½de2;de3;de4þQ 1½de2Q 3½de3;de4;de1
þQ1½de3Q3½de4;de1;de2þQ 1½de4Q 3½de1;de2;de3Þ=4 ðA:11Þ
In addition, the variations of nodal rotations can be expressed as
uðjÞ1 ½ue1 ¼ xðjÞ1 ½de1 ðA:12Þ
uðjÞ2 ½ue1;ue2 ¼ xðjÞ2 ½de1;de2 ðA:13Þ
uðjÞ3 ½ue1;ue2;ue3 ¼ xðjÞ3 ½de1;de2;de3 þxðjÞ2 ½de1;de2xðjÞ1 ½de3
þxðjÞ2 ½de2;de3xðjÞ1 ½de1 þxðjÞ2 ½de3;de1xðjÞ1 ½de2 ðA:14Þ
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þxðjÞ2 ½de1;de2xðjÞ2 ½de3;de4
þxðjÞ2 ½de2;de3xðjÞ2 ½de4;de1
þxðjÞ2 ½de3;de4xðjÞ2 ½de1;de2
þxðjÞ2 ½de4;de1xðjÞ2 ½de2;de3
þxðjÞ2 ½de1;de3xðjÞ2 ½de4;de2
þxðjÞ2 ½de1;de4xðjÞ2 ½de2;de3 ðA:15Þ
where x and its variations are deﬁned as:
x :¼ ðQ TR RTQÞ=2 ðA:16ÞxðjÞ1 ½de1 ¼ skew Q 1½de1 þ R1½uðjÞe1
	 

¼ Q 1½de1 þ R1½uðjÞe1 ðA:17ÞxðjÞ2 ½de1;de2 ¼ skew Q 1½de1R1½uðjÞe2  Q 1½de2R1½uðjÞe1
	 

ðA:18ÞxðjÞ3 ½de1;de2;de3 ¼ skew R3½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3  Q 3½de1;de2;de3
	
þ Q 2½de1;de2R1½uðjÞe3  Q 1½de1R2½uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3
þ Q 2½de2;de3R1½uðjÞe1  Q 1½de2R2½uðjÞe3;uðjÞe1
þ Q 2½de3;de1R1½uðjÞe2  Q 1½de3R2½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2


ðA:19ÞxðjÞ4 ½de1;de2;de3;de4 ¼ skew Q 2½de1;de3R2½uðjÞe4;uðjÞe2
	
þQ 2½de2;de4R2½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe3þQ 2½de1;de1R2½uðjÞe3;uðjÞe4
þQ 2½de2;de3R2½uðjÞe4;uðjÞe1þQ 2½de3;de4R2½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2
þQ 2½de4;de1R2½uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3Q 3½de1;de2;de3R1½uðjÞe4
Q 3½de2;de3;de4R1½uðjÞe1Q 3½de3;de4;de1R1½uðjÞe2
Q 3½de4;de1;de2R1½uðjÞe3Q 1½de1R3½uðjÞe4;uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3
Q 1½de2R3½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe3;uðjÞe4Q 1½de3R3½uðjÞe2;uðjÞe4;uðjÞe1
Q 1½de4R3½uðjÞe3;uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2


ðA:20Þ
being skewðÞ the skew symmetric part of a matrix and xðjÞ2 the sec-
ond variation of 16x
Tx that, for symmetry, may be simpliﬁed as
follows:
xðjÞ2 ½de1;de2 ¼ ð uðjÞ1 ½de1T uðjÞ1 ½de2 þ uðjÞ1 ½de2T uðjÞ1 ½de1Þ=6
¼ ð uðjÞ1 ½de1T uðjÞ1 ½de2Þ=3:
ðA:21Þ
Finally, the variations of nodal rotation matrices are given by
R1½uðjÞe1 ¼ spinðuðjÞ1 Þ ðA:22ÞR2½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2 ¼ R1½uðjÞe1R1½uðjÞe2 þ R1½uðjÞe2R1½uðjÞe1
	 

=2 ðA:23ÞR3½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3 ¼ R1½uðjÞe1R2½uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3 þ R1½uðjÞe2R2½uðjÞe3;uðjÞe1
	
þR1½uðjÞe3R2½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2


=3R4½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3;uðjÞe4 ¼ R1½uðjÞe1R3½uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3;uðjÞe4
	
þR1½uðjÞe2R3½uðjÞe3;uðjÞe4;uðjÞe1þR1½uðjÞe3R3½uðjÞe4;uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2
þR1½uðjÞe4R3½uðjÞe1;uðjÞe2;uðjÞe3


=4 ðA:25Þ
where spinðÞ denotes the spin matrix associated to an axial vector.References
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